This paper is related to deterministic (k,m)-registers. The basic notions as well as the fundamental properties of the sets of all sequences generated by the registers of this class have been given in With respect to eventual use of (k,m)-registers in practice, the most useful ones are those which generate sequenaes with long cycles.
Introdaction
This paper is related to deterministic (k,m)-registers. The basic notions as well as the fundamental properties of the sets of all sequences generated by the registers of this class have been given in [3] , [4] , [5] . The (k,m)-registers generate only cyclic sequences.
With respect to eventual use of (k,m)-registers in practice, the most useful ones are those which generate sequenaes with long cycles.
The subclass of (k,m)-registers generating sequences with the maximal cyole length, equal 2 m, has not been sufficiently investigated. For example, till now, there has not been given an algorithm for constructing at least one such (k t m)-register. Necessary and sufficient conditions on feed-? baok functions of a (k,m)-register R v such that sequences £ y QI generable by it are of maximal cycles, have not been formulated, either.
We aire not going to solve the above problems but we shall construct some (k/ta)-registers generating sequences with long oycljss. Such a (k,m)-register is obtained from the given one by changing its transition function for some states. The idea of this construction is based on Yoeli's method [8] which has been used in [6] , [7] , [8] for the case m =1. In most cases the -923 -above method allows us to obtain as a final result sequences with the maximal cycles.
In the opinion of the authors the considerations of this paper allow one to solve easily at least one of the previous open problems.
Basic definitions
Let N denote the set of all nonnegative integers (called here numbers). Elements of N will be denoted by lower case Latin letters i i,j,k,m,n,p,q,r,s.
Let M = {o,lj and let M k for k $t 1 denote the set of all sequenoes of the length k, over M. k The elements of M will be denoted by upper case Latin letters A,B,C,D (possibly with subscripts).
M°° denotes the set of all infinite sequences over M. The elements of M°° will be denoted by upper case Latin letters T,U,V,W,X,Y,Z (possibly with subscripts).
If T = t 1 ,t 2 ,... € M~ , then T| ±; . for 1 « i j denotes a restricted sequence t.,...,t. and Tl. -an infi-
nite sequence ,... . The nonempty subsets of M°° will be denoted by upper case Latin letters E,F f G,H. Now we shall reoall basic definitions from [3] . The set of all sequences generable by Rk will be denoted by G(Rk m). Definition 2.
3. An infinite sequence T = = t-ptg,... e M 00 is said to be cyclic if and only if the following condition is satisfied:
Let M° denote the set of all cyclic sequences T = = t-ptg,... with the pure cycle i.e. such that t = j for all p > 1 and some j ^.1. Definition 2.4. Let T € M 00 be a cyclic sequence and p _ the minimal number of all numbers i for which the condition (4) is satisfied.
By a tail of T we mean the sequence tL , if p > 0, • '»P or the empty sequence i' if p = 0. Definition 2.5. A sequence t"j1(...,t ," p+l' * p+q is said to be a cycle of T if and only if q is the least number j for which the condition (4) holds.
.. ,jp m > be a (k,m)-register and for 1 < i é m its transition functions.
G(R k ) C M° if and only if each is infective. The proof of Lemma 2.2 has been given in [2] .
Complexity degree of (k t m)-registers
We shall introduce a notion of complexity degree of a (k,m)-register which will be useful for the further discussion.
At the beginning we shall introduce some auxiliary notions. The set of all equivalence classes of R will be deno- Table 1 It follows immediately from the definition of JT^ that deg(S k>m ) = 1. Remark 4.1. A similar argument leads to the conclusion that changing 0 into 1, and conversely, in the value Give reasons for this fact.
